WR 080107 / Mr. Bailey
"TOY GYROSCOPE"

Kim, I have studied the conference and see that gyroscopic thrust is once more in the lime light.
I have nothing against these fellows, I did there research in the 70's and 80's
A Professor Laiwaithe devised a spinning gyroscope axle with a catch bar that became
"LIGHTER" by several pounds.
I feel that unless you detach the gyroscopic mechanism from the scale completely it can
generate processional force at a "SKEWED" angle.
I call this a "PSEUDO DYNAMIC FORCE", you see Kim the table supporting the scale is
"ABSORBING WEIGHT".

It is "NOT" true antigravity...it is a magicians trick of misdirected force!
The attached diagram experiment was done by me at S.W.U in the early 80's (been
there, done that)
Kim, the diagram shows a blue plastic "TOY GYROSCOPE" with its containment ring
taped at the center of a cheap Frisbee (very cheap, you have to cut a hole in it to hold the toy
gyroscope!)
Beneath the Frisbee with the attached toy gyroscope, is a cool whip container glued or
taped onto a "TURN TABLE".
Alright Kim! you first use a string to pull start the toy gyroscope.
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Next you place the Frisbee mounted gyroscope (now spinning) on top of the cool whip container.
IMPORTANT!!!....the Frisbee is "NOT" attached to the cool whip container.
NOW......Kim spin the turntable with attached cool whip container with your hand and the
Frisbee gyroscope combination will "LEAP OFF" the cool whip container and fly through the air!!!!
I gave up on this approach in the early 80's at S.W.U concluding that the reaction force
was "NOT" antigravity! Instead Kim it was gyroscopic torque acting against the Cool Whip
container rim!
Therefore I call it a "PSEUDO DYNAMIC FORCE"....no, this is not "REAL" antigravity...it
is a trick of misdirected vector physics well understood by first year physics students.
The experiment is "COOL" and makes you think something very profound is going on, but
its not (stick with my convection powered UFO engine)
Kim, the experiment only takes a few minutes, you will need a "TURN TABLE","COOL
WHIP CONTAINER", "CHEAP FRISBEE, "TOY GYROSCOPE"
It works every time! the harder you spin the turntable, the higher the Frisbee gyroscope
combination will fly in the air. Kim this device was given to me by a Steve Lafontaine (UFO
researcher in the early 80's)
I have a "VERY OLD" book..."HOW TO BUILD A FLYING SAUCER" the design being
talked about at the Tesla conference is not new...its been tried a hundred times! My research has
not...Using a gyroscope to propel a space ship is not proven physics. It has long been discredited
and is a result of vector force misdirection as it relates to gyroscopic precession...In other words
in outer space it is completely conserved and useless for anything but orientation of a satellite....it
has never been proven as way to "PROPEL" a space vehicle. On the other hand my convection
driven pyromagnetic thruster has been shown to work in a partial vacuum!
Build this simple test apparatus...ITS FUN...but a dead end...gyroscopes generate torque
but "NOT" forward motion....no matter how you attempt to stick them together...stick with what I
have already shown you!

